Mechanicsburg Mystery Presents... Podcast Crossword

Across
3. Steve Zettler - Co-wrote the ____ cozy series with his wife.
8. R.G. Belsky - This author was a ____.
11. Sherry Knowlton - Her main character, Alex, studied law in ____ before coming back home to the family cabin and law practice.
13. Charles Fergus - Has written various non-fiction books on ____.
14. Greer Macallister - Does Greer find researching details easy? ____
15. John Gilstrap - He feels like ____ out of his chair after submitting a manuscript near the deadline.
16. Sophie Hannah - Her continuation novels of the ____ mysteries are set between the years of 1928 and 1932.

Down
1. Ellen Crosby - There are a lot of ____ elements in her book.
2. Vicki Delany - Writes under the pen name ____ for her series set in North Carolina.
4. Cordelia Frances Biddle - Is a direct descendant of _____.
5. Misty Simon - Writes under the pen name Gabby Allan for her series starring in a new genre called ____.
6. Eliot Pattison - More books sold in ____ than in Britain at the time.
7. Kari Bovee - Visited England when she turned ____ years old.
9. Bill Rapp - His next book, due to come out May 2023, is entitled A Turkish ____.
10. Maureen Jennings - The Canadian television show based on her books, Murdoch Mysteries, has been renewed for it's ____ season.